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Shifting Membership Development into Drive
by
Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

In an earlier article,¹ the opening comment was, in part, “To pursue new and retain existing members by doing the same thing over and over again expecting different results is lunacy.” No club or district deliberately loses members. External forces cause a low percentage of membership loss. Internal issues that are difficult to recognize and resolve cause clubs’ major losses, primarily because they tend to render the clubs ineffective at satisfying member’s needs.² Eager to succeed within Rotary’s one-year leadership cycle, club leaders often try quick fixes (like membership drives) which generally waste time, effort, and resources that should be used to identify and improve the clubs’ ability to satisfy present and future members’ reasons for joining.

What are these issues and how do organizations go about overcoming them? The details differ according to time and location, but they fall into these categories, usually in this order: (1) Lack of leadership agreement on purposes and goals. (2) Loss of desire and initiative to make the necessary changes. (3) Losing sight of the overall objective. (4) Failure to properly educate and communicate with all involved.

To overcome these issues, clubs (and districts) should follow these overall guidelines, each of which, in future articles, will be discussed in more detail:

1. **ESTABLISH PRIORITIES.** To reverse membership decline by making clubs more effective is not a one-person show; it requires the cooperation of many. To attain this cooperation, club (and district) leaders must establish priorities around which they can build a consensus. Only then can clubs become more effective in satisfying their members’ needs and further advancing the Object of Rotary.

2. **CREATE A POWERFUL GUIDING COALITION.** At the club level, the board is a logical place to start building a coalition, but it would be a mistake to leave out long-time or new members. The coalition’s size will vary according to club size, but improving effectiveness will fail without a dedicated and cooperative coalition. At district level, the coalition should consist of the present and future leaders and select past district governors.

3. **ESTABLISH AN ATTAINABLE VISION.** The coalition must establish goals that are attainable within a reasonable length of time. This will solidify the group because they will have worked together to define the objectives and, most important, will believe they are attainable.

---

¹Rotanomics—Why the Decline of Rotary Membership in North America, References and other articles, pp 5
²Why are Effective Clubs Effective? or What Motivates Rotarians, References and other articles, pp 7
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4. CREATE A SYSTEMATIC STRATEGIC PLAN WITH SHORT-TERM, ATTAINABLE MILESTONES. Real change takes time, but the vision may become lost in the fog if the coalition does not build in short-term successes. Timely milestones with appropriate celebrations tend to keep the vision in focus while getting more and more people involved. Success breeds success.

5. COMMUNICATE. Failure to communicate is a common, costly oversight. Plan to communicate priorities and dependable, accurate, timely updates to all parties involved. For example, at the club level, if the coalition plans to reach a specified membership retention goal, the membership chairperson should periodically bring members up-to-date where the club stands relative to its goal. Districts must do the same with clubs. At all levels, communications must focus on priorities. Priorities must be headliners, not mid-page articles.

6. REMOVE OBSTACLES. Obstacles will arise as any organization proceeds on their path to success. Many try to side step or ignore impediments rather than deal with them. Perhaps the most common obstacle is those who fight the winds of change. Leaders should find a way to recognize and overcome obstacles. Leaders will have to make hard decisions like asking uncooperative individuals to step aside. At the district level, do not waste time on ineffective clubs that will not change, but take care: It is much better to populate communities’ effective clubs than to populate communities with ineffective clubs.

7. DO NOT DECLARE THE MISSION ACCOMPLISHED TOO SOON. This is perhaps the major reason membership drives seldom accomplish their desired goal. It is important that the club and district continue to refine priorities until the new customs and practices that have made them more effective become operational norms. Only then can the coalition declare victory.
The simple reality that must be addressed is that if Rotary clubs do not become more effective at satisfying their member’s needs, many will go the way of companies that do not adapt to changing times.¹

Rotary International is a world-renowned association of individual, autonomous Rotary clubs. Each club is a local network of business, professional, and community leaders, active or retired, who have discretionary use of their time and who joined to advance the Object of Rotary. When discussing membership, some say, “Is there really a North American membership development problem? Rotary blossomed through WWI, the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, WWII, the Korean and Vietnam wars, and through several recessions. This is probably just an economy-related membership blip.”

Look at the Thirteen Year North American Membership Trend. That’s not a blip. It is a trend that if not corrected will lead to the point of no return. As you examine the trend, remember that 1996 to 2005 were economic boom years and North American membership still declined. Note also that it took less than three years to offset the 2001-02 membership rise, which was a blip. The chart exposes a couple of important items: North American Rotary clubs do not have recruitment problems. The problem is that they cannot keep members. It is also obvious, when one takes off their Rotary-colored glasses, that the reasons are mostly internal – problems leaders can solve if they make it a priority to do so.

If businesses are not keeping customers, the leaders generally make it top priority to find out why and correct the reasons or they most likely will not be leaders for very long. Common sense says the same principle should apply to Rotary. Clubs’ customers are its members. Districts’ customers are its clubs. Effective leaders know that retaining customers has to be top priority. Effective leaders are also keenly aware that others will know their priorities by observing where they spend their time, talent, and treasure. As the motivational maxim implies (and the IRS knows,) checking accounts and calendars are priority logs.

¹ Rotary Membership – A Chilling Analogy, Reverences and other articles, pp 3
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Clubs and districts with chronic membership loss know that they must make reversing their membership freefall top priority. So why don’t they? Most probably do not because they have PFS (Parent Fear Syndrome.) This syndrome manifests itself when parents fear quizzing their teenagers about what they have been up to because the offspring may actually tell the truth forcing parental reaction and action. Maybe leaders fear pursuing membership related issues because they may have to evaluate sacred cows and put some out to pasture.

Leading clubs to become more effective requires a multi-year effort, not a hit-and-miss one-month-a-year stab. It takes focus, which is often lost in time and the jumble of other activities. However, it is vital that the leaders keep membership satisfaction in sharp focus because often it will be necessary to change past customs and practices, which will be easier if everyone has the endpoint in view.

When we analyze the operations of effective clubs, we find that they are clear about whom they want as members and what it takes to satisfy their members' needs. As mentioned earlier, a Rotary club is a local network of business, professional, and community leaders, active or retired, who have discretionary use of their time. This definition focuses on a limited number of people (BFLOB\(^2\) - Not everyone is a leader.) Effective clubs generally set and enforce membership standards because, if they do not, the very people they would like to attract to the club may not be attracted to the club. Again, to simplify a complex problem, effective clubs advance the Object of Rotary, which satisfies their members’ networking, friendship, and achievement needs.\(^3\) Focusing on the needs of individuals with leadership characteristics may mean that clubs and districts will have to strive for excellence rather than settling for mediocrity.

After establishing as top priority making clubs more effective at satisfying their members’ needs, it is the leaders’ job to keep the endpoint in focus while delegating responsibilities. Then they must see that the designees have the freedom and resources to do their job, and continue to follow up, offering guidance when necessary and giving recognition when due. Leaders also must remember that most communication is non-verbal. Leader’s actions – where they spend energy, time, and budget – continually publicizes their priorities. Reversing the membership freefall must receive top billing in letters, newsletters, training sessions, web pages, club bulletins, speeches, awards, projects, conferences, and assemblies; otherwise, it will not happen and the inspiration and enthusiasm of those charged with responsibilities will cease.

To reverse a membership freefall, clubs must focus on becoming more effective in satisfying their members’ needs. It will not happen until leaders at all levels establish doing so as their number one priority. Otherwise, clubs and districts will continue doing what they have always done, and, as the thirteen-year trend indicates; many clubs and some districts will reach their point of no return – their tipping point – and will cease to exist.

---

\(^2\) BFLOB – Blinding FLash of the OBvious

\(^3\) Why are Effective Clubs Effective? or What Motivates Rotarians, References and other articles, pp 7
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CREATE A POWERFUL GUIDING COALITION

by

Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

The number one internal problem of membership-distressed clubs\(^1\) is the lack of consensus among the leaders, followed closely by frustration and apathy, resulting in the loss of desire and initiative to make necessary changes. The past, present, and future leaders themselves have not reached a consensus on the direction the club should be heading. In this context, consensus does not mean that clubs should be run by committee, a common concept when using consensus. For many reasons, clubs need to operate on the committee system, but day-to-day operations are not one of them. Club and committee leaders have to make many on-the-spot decisions. However, all leaders must have faith that everyone is heading in the same direction. Otherwise, the club will navigate an erratic course and will evolve into a membership-distressed club.

In such clubs, the major conflict most often is that leaders do not agree on the club’s purpose.\(^2\) When asked, Rotarians often say a club’s major purpose is performing community service. Some say abide by the Four-Way test. Still others say practice Service above Self. A district governor once announced that a club’s major purpose was to support the Rotary Foundation. All these are worthy aspirations, but they are all the result of a Rotary club’s only purpose, which is to advance the Object of Rotary. As a guiding coalition charts a course, it must be in full agreement that the Object of Rotary is its compass.

---

The Object of Rotary is to encourage and foster the ideal of service as a basis of worthy enterprise and, in particular, to encourage and foster:

**FIRST**: The Development of acquaintance as an opportunity for service.

**SECOND** - High ethical standards in business and professions; the recognition of the worthiness of all useful occupations, and the dignifying of each Rotarian’s occupation as an opportunity to serve society.

**THIRD** - The application of the ideal of service in each Rotarian’s personal, business, and community life.

**FOURTH** - The advancement of international understanding, goodwill, and peace through a world fellowship of business and professional persons united in the ideal of service.

---

\(^1\) Rotary is a club-based organization. In this article’s context, clubs means all levels of Rotary governance.

\(^2\) Rotanomics – Why the Decline of Membership in North America, References and other articles, pp 5
Consensus also does not mean that the clubs are not in need of strong leaders. They do – to keep the objective in focus – to keep the club from wandering too far off its plotted course. However, if a club has a board of directors functioning as the guiding coalition, it can normally withstand a weak leader for a year or two, providing the coalition is working together to keep the club on track.

A good example of building a consensus is the Florida Gator basketball team. For the last several years, the Gators have put many outstanding college basketball players on the floor. A few years back, the Gators had several individual stars; outstanding guards, excellent forwards, and three-point production machines, but the teams did not win an SEC championship and were eliminated by the second round from consecutive NCAA tournaments. In the following years, the Gators had many good players on the floor. However, they had established a strong consensus and put a priority on what they wanted their team to accomplish. The team won back-to-back SEC and NCAA championships and most starters were drafted into the NBA.

Consensus does not mean agreement on every detail or silencing differing opinions, but it does mean agreement on the overall objective. When club’s officers and committee chairs make decisions, the other leaders must operate with the clear consensus in mind. If they do not, the most common result is discord and dissention, which are manifested in membership split on purpose, lack of members adhering to processes, poor participation in programs and projects, and/or disagreements in fundamental Rotary principles. Resolving differing opinions is a vital part of building a consensus because listening to and understanding differing ideas is necessary to keep the club focused as times change.

Membership development, creating a more effective club, and having a powerful guiding coalition have something in common – they are ‘soft’ issues. They are abstract concepts, making them much more difficult to define. Raising money is easy – here is the reason we want the money (the purpose agreed upon by the project’s coalition.) This is how much we need (the set, reasonably attainable goal.) This is when we need it (the end.) All those are finite issues. However, building a coalition and consensus on long-term matters and processes can be tedious, but, to reverse membership freefall, it is necessary that clubs know how to do it. Club leaders must come together, build a consensus on how to make their clubs more effective in attracting and keeping members. In essence, clubs must get back to basics – Advancing the Object of Rotary.

Imagine a coalition retreat where the primary goal was to come away with a direction for the club’s future. An open-ended question that could be asked at the outset might be something like this, “What do we have to do to reverse our membership freefall and sustain the reversal by guiding our club to become more effective in advancing the Object of Rotary?” With the average Rotarian being a business, professional, or community leader, the retreat, I suspect, would be anything but boring. It would also be a failure if the coalition did not come away with a consensus regarding the club’s future.
The success of any Rotary club depends on its ability to attract and keep members just as the success of any business depends on its ability to attract and keep customers. To achieve this success, membership-distressed clubs’ leaders must come up with simple, singular, directional visions that will be easy for all members to grasp. Another simple fact club leaders must accept is that a Rotary club’s major competitor is not other organizations or the economy; it is an individual’s personal time. So the decision whether or not a prospective member will join a Rotary club boils down to a simple time-use equation (similar to what most people subconsciously use when making decisions):

\[
\text{BPCL Select } \text{EX} = \text{Time}
\]

Where  
\(\text{BPCL} \) = Business, Professional, or Community Leader  
\(\text{Select} \) = The Decision the BPCL will make  
\(\text{EX} \) = Extracurricular activity in which they will participate  
\(\text{Time} \) = The time the BPCL will expend satisfying their networking, friendship, and achievement needs.

Another fundamental principle in establishing an attainable vision is to define a Rotary club’s identity that separates it from other organizations. For example, take a pencil and paper and list all the volunteer service organizations in your community. Then list all the organizations dedicated solely to satisfying the networking, friendship, and achievement needs of the community’s business, professional, and community leaders. The former list will outnumber the latter twenty or more to one.

Why compare oneself with a myriad of organizations when Rotary clubs have a unique objective? The sole purpose of a Rotary club is to advance the Object of Rotary, which begins by developing acquaintances with peers and honoring one’s vocation as a legitimate method of serving. Yet if you ask any Rotarian what is the Object of Rotary, seldom, if ever, will you get even a simple summation. Most Rotarians simply do not know the object of the club in which they are a member.

Research indicates that the first five years a member is in a club they are generally interested in networking, building friendships, and, if starting a business, developing leadership and other related skills, which are accomplished while advancing the first and second Objects of

---

2 Why are Effective Clubs Effective? or What Motivates Rotarians, References and other articles, pp 7
3 Rotary Club of Buffalo, NMA Research, June 8, 2007
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Rotary. Once the member has achieved these goals, for the next fifteen years they want to connect to the community and provide service to others. After that, they want to maintain friendships while providing service to others. Advancing the third and fourth objects of Rotary helps members satisfy these personal achievement needs.

For any club, a simple vision statement might be:

```
To grow in size to ____ members by (date three to five years out.) To do this, the club must satisfy the needs of existing members and continually attract new, qualified members. The club will accomplish this goal by improving its retention percentage to ____% and budgeting for members to invite as guests _____ qualified visitors per month and induct ____ new members per year.
```

This is simple and to the point. All the club has to do is decide what numbers to plug in. However, the club must carefully target whom it wants as members. The club must have a selection process and, even more important, all members must follow the process. Too often clubs fall victim to membership drives and let the membership process slip, which often leads to inducting questionable members. For example, a club wanted to increase its membership by ten net to earn the Governor’s Award. What did the club do? First, they quickly inducted anyone who expressed interest in joining, bypassing their formal proposal/board approval/information meeting/application/publication process. Second, as members left through normal attrition the club secretary, at the president’s request, did not take them off the rolls until the following year’s July 1 semi-annual report. Inadvertently these tactics created a major problem – the club inducted unqualified members and got the reputation that anyone could join. Because some of the new inductees had questionable qualifications, a few longtime club leaders, after unsuccessful attempts to rectify the situation, resigned and started another club, which became very successful. The original club, after struggling for several years, turned in its charter.

Rotary clubs, Rotary International, and the Rotary Foundation together furnish various avenues for advancing the Object of Rotary. All have the mechanisms to assist members in satisfying their individual networking, friendship, and achievement needs, which will keep clubs growing. However, clubs must keep Rotary’s distinctiveness in sight.

For clubs to grow and prosper, they must have a simple, singular, directional vision and utilize Rotary’s uniqueness.
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CREATE A SYSTEMATIC STRATEGIC PLAN
WITH SHORT-TERM ATTAINABLE MILESTONES
by
Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

In order to create a systematic strategic plan for long-term survival, any organization must center the plan on satisfying its customers by establishing a distinctive position (core strength) that gratifies the customers’ needs! Then the organization must adhere to this position so diligently that other organizations will find it too difficult or too costly to duplicate.

Rotary clubs’ present customers are its members. To maintain long-term growth and viability, clubs, like other organizations, must attract new customers (members.) So, what is the profile of Rotary clubs’ potential members, and what needs do they have that club membership can satisfy?

Potential Member (Customer) Profile:
They are active or retired leaders in their businesses, leaders in their professions, and leaders in their communities. (Note the common characteristic: they are all leaders.)

Characteristics:
- Time is more precious than talent or treasure.
- If in a relationship, both are often working and sharing household and child rearing duties.
- They have or have had a supervisor or co-worker of a different gender or ethnicity.
- They have always had access to a computer and are usually proficient in its use.
- Many do not subscribe to or get their news from local daily newspapers.
- They are comfortable with, and often prefer, on-line shopping, completing forms, networking, etc.
- They have used email, portable electronic calendars, voice mail, and mobile phones most of their professional life.
- Many do not have landline telephones.
- File transferring is electronic rather than snail mail or fax machines.
- Instant messaging is common, as is changing careers, single parenthood, multiple marriages, and commuting thirty or more minutes one way.
- If a professional, sole proprietor or consultant, they often work from home.

Needs:
Research\(^1\) indicates that the time line needs for Rotary club members are:

(Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs corroborates these findings.\(^2\))
- One-to-five year Rotarians – Networking, building relationships, developing leadership skills.
- Five-to-fifteen year Rotarians – connecting with the community.
- Twenty+ year Rotarians – sustaining friendships while continuing with varying achievements.

---

\(^1\) Rotary Club of Buffalo, NMA Research, June 8, 2007
\(^2\) Why are Effective Clubs Effective? or What Motivates Rotarians, References and other articles, pp 7
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Distinctive Position (Core strength)

Many Rotary clubs have tried to sustain and increase membership by stressing service as their core strength. This creates a major membership development obstacle because it ignores the new members’ needs, which leads to the inability to attract and keep them. Objectively examine the issue from the outsider’s point of view – they can gratify their service needs by participating in one or more of the thousands of organizations that offer similar opportunities – with little or no time, talent, or treasure commitment. Service to others is a critical Rotary attribute, but it is not a distinctive position. Trying to sustain growth on service alone is like trying to establish permanency on a point base instead of a solid foundation (Please see illustration on the first page.)

On the other hand, how many organizations offer business, professional, and community leaders the opportunity to network, build friendships, develop leadership skills, and satisfy their service needs while socializing with a multitude of differing leaders? Very few. Advancing the Object of Rotary is a distinctive position because it satisfies most members’ varying needs. For almost ninety years, through two World Wars, the Great Depression, several military conflicts, sustained periods of economic growth, recession and changing work ethics, Rotary clubs experienced exponential growth. Advancing the Object of Rotary was their core strength.

A première example of this core strength at work is Rotary’s ambitious, famous, and great service project – Polio Eradication. Rotary International leaders and Rotary clubs, advancing the Object of Rotary, created and led perhaps the greatest health initiative the world has ever experienced. This project’s success has depended upon networks of business, professional, and community leaders achieving their esteem and self-actualization needs, and has earned Rotary worldwide recognition and respect. HOWEVER, this service project did not create Rotary’s core strength; Rotary’s core strength created the project (and thousands of other local and international service projects.)

Identifying future member characteristics, knowing their needs, being selective about who is invited into club membership then creating a systematic strategic plan centered on satisfying their needs should assist any club in becoming more effective. The plan should go into detail about specifying which committees are responsible for advancing each Object of Rotary; ways and means for committees to accomplish their objectives; and short and long-term goals with realistic timelines to measure effectiveness. Creating and executing such a plan would be a major step toward a club achieving long-term sustainability.

Because clubs are autonomous and different, this article cannot go into strategic plan details, but a group of club leaders should be able to hammer out those. Some clubs accomplish this in one evening; others in one or two day retreats. Outside assistance in developing a strategic plan is often preferred and is usually available at little or no cost to the club. Rotary International has strategic planning literature, and, in many districts, the Rotary Leadership Institute will be able to assist.

In strategic planning, it is vital to keep this fundamental principle in mind:

For an organization to maintain long-term growth and viability, it must establish a distinctive position that satisfies its customers’ needs. For Rotary clubs, that distinctive position is the Object of Rotary.

---

3 Rotary Membership: A Chilling Analogy, References and other articles, pp 3
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Communicate
by
Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

“What we got here is failure to communicate!” Cool Hand Luke, chain gang captain

The organization’s guiding coalition has created a strategic plan centered on satisfying members’ needs utilizing Rotary’s distinctive position - the Object of Rotary. What now? Communication! Poor communication has caused many strategic plans to fail. Effective communication begins before leaders unveil the plan, and must continue after achieving the planned objectives to assure that the new practices have become the norm.

But what makes effective communication?

If we take communication lessons from the professionals, the major principle is for the communicators (those who want to deliver information) to make it easy for the communicatees (those who communicators want to receive information) to receive, have interest in, and understand the topic, which, in this article, is the strategic plan.

To be effective, communicators should follow three fundamental rules: – 1 – make it easy for the communicatee to receive and understand the plan, – 2 – keep plan progress in front of them without annoyance, and – 3 – do not assume that anyone is going to remember anything! Many effective leaders say that there is a communication commandment - orchestrate non-verbal communication.

PRESENTING THE PLAN – Huge amounts of non-verbal communication takes place before the leaders unveil the plan. By far the best to way to present the plan is through a carefully prepared presentation at a club assembly, but not until after the members have had a chance to review and make notes on a printed copy. All members should get a copy a week or two in advance (rule #1) along with a note asking them to review it and mark suggestions for improvements and/or comments. Many will not read or study the plan, but (here comes non-verbal communication) because someone went to the trouble and expense to make a hard copy and get it to them, they will feel that their time and opinion is valued. That action makes them immediately feel more important and part of the process.

Why a hard copy? See rule #1. Sending an electronic copy causes the communicatee, or their company, to expend effort, time, and expense – they have to use their computer to open the document, and their paper, printer, and ink or toner to print a copy, and their stapler or three-hole punch to bind the pages.

Prior to presenting at the meeting, the presenter should prepare and rehearse in front of the guiding coalition. It is unfortunate, but too often presenters believe they can wing it. See rule #1. The object of the presentation is to make it easy for the members to understand what’s going on and why. That is why practice before others is necessary. What may be perfectly clear to you may not be clear to your audience. In addition, (more non-verbal communication) practicing to assure a clear presentation makes your audience friendlier because it will be obvious to them that you considered them important enough not to waste their time with a sloppy presentation. Too often, communication amateurs prepare verbal and written communication for their own convenience and understanding, not for the communicatees’.
THE PLAN HAS BEEN APPROVED AND IS IN PROGRESS – Once the plan goes into effect, rules #2 & #3, and the commandment, become substantially more important. Let’s again discuss non-verbal communication, which, at this stage, frequently overwhelms vocal and printed messages. The plan’s central theme is the club’s distinctive position, which is advancing the Object of Rotary. If leaders expound its importance in their unveiling speech, but never mention it again, will members really consider it important? If front-page articles on each bulletin and newsletter do not reflect the Object’s value to members, are the leaders effectively communicating the plan’s importance? If most communication does not convey the Object’s benefits to members, are they going to remember the Object or its benefits? This non-verbal communiqué broadcasts priorities loud and clear, and blatantly violates rule #3.

Communication is a critical tool on any organization’s path to success. A major reason clubs lose members is that they fail to communicate the value of membership. Clubs must plan to communicate continually the distinctive position’s value to members – lest they forget. (Rule #3.) At all levels, leaders often fail to delegate the communication responsibility, empower the communicator, and follow up to assure that they are applying the communication rules. Big mistake! The more people involved the more likely the plan will succeed.

Effective communication employs all three rules, and is vividly demonstrated by a lesson I learned early in my sales engineering career. On a flight from Chicago to Dallas, my seatmate, sales vice president for a valve manufacturer, and I struck up a conversation. It turned out that we were staying at the same hotel so we continued exchanging stories over drinks and dinner. His company was the world’s top seller and most profitable manufacturer of the very expensive oil patch valves they sold. Naturally, I assumed that their valve must be the best on the market, but he said no, all manufacturers’ valves were the same: design, materials, tolerances, assembly, and shipping cycles. Disassembled and examined, according to him, end users could almost mix and match parts. So what was his company’s secret? Effective communication.

His company sold through manufacturer’s representatives, his company’s customer. (Note that his customer was not the valve’s end user.) To develop acquaintances as an opportunity for service, he visited each representative at least twice a year. Every two weeks, he sent each representative a simple little postcard that had one pre-printed valve feature on it, added a brief personal comment that did not require a response, and signed it. So the secret was continually reminding their customer of valve features? No. Remember, all manufacturers’ valves were the same. The secret was that he expended effort (non-verbal communication) that communicated the value of the manufacturer’s representative’s time; the post cards were delivered and easy to read (rule #1), dependable (rule #2), and frequent (rule #3).

Communication Rules and The Commandment

1. Make it easy for the communicatee to find and understand the information being transmitted.
2. Keep the objectives in front of the communicatees without annoying them.
3. Do not assume that anyone remembers anything.

And the commandment: Orchestrate non-verbal communications.

Thought to ponder: Do your newsletters & bulletins satisfy any or all rules and obey the commandment?
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Remove Obstacles  
by  
Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

“Cause change and lead, accept change and survive, resist change and die.”  
Ray Noorda - 1924-2006, technology pioneer, Novell Corporation CEO.

North America’s membership freefall suggests that changes in most Rotary clubs is not an option, it is a necessity. Obstacles generated by the Derriere Syndrome (“This is where I always sit”) will inevitably arise to defend the status quo because change threatens comfort levels. However, Rotary is an organization of leaders in businesses, the professions, and in the community, most of whom have experience in causing change within their organizations. A major reason people join Rotary is to network with such leaders. What better way is there to sharpen leadership skills than causing changes that improve the club’s service to its members, which will create membership growth and improve service to the local and international communities?

Clubs that plan to change will face obstacles. When properly approached, the obstacles can create major improvements in the strategic plan, which increases the odds of the plan succeeding. Often obstacles are only reluctance to change rather than resistance to change. Overcoming either begins when establishing the guiding coalition because reluctance and resistance will appear within the coalition itself.

The leader (note singular) who is heading up the strategic plan first has to communicate why the club must change. This addresses the first objection that pops into almost everyone’s mind – is change necessary? When meeting members’ needs is established as the club’s top priority, communicating is an absolute necessity. Stable clubs may find this a difficult task even to identify, much less overcome. It is common for a stable club to grow older in age but not wiser in the Object of Rotary because it is bringing in and losing members at the same rate. All clubs should determine their retention rate.2

Obstacles fall into root forms, the most common of which are rational, emotional, and political, and often arise at unpredictable times. Leaders should be prepared to deal with every obstacle just as soldiers train for warfare because, at some point, leaders may think causing change is war. This is why it’s necessary to have the organization’s leaders in place and ready. Overcoming every obstacle will improve the odds of implementing necessary changes.

Rational obstacles are easiest to prepare for and overcome. The need for change, in most cases, is logical and can be mathematically proven by analyzing the club – how many are joining, how many are leaving, and why. Once accomplished, rational thought will win out. If the club is stable or has a declining membership, the response will be yes, change is necessary. Nevertheless, thoughts like, “We tried that and it didn’t work,” will surface, as will “We’ve never done that before” or “We always do it this way.” Leaders usually can remove these obstacles by initiating early, honest, and respectful communication. But remove they must or plan implementation will be dead in the water.

---

1 Rotary Club of Buffalo, NMA Research, June 8, 2007
2 Club Assessment Tools, Rotary International Booklet #EN-808.
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Emotional obstacles will be erratic, different, and often surprising. This obstacle is generated by fear of the unknown and usually first surfaces when establishing the guiding coalition. In the beginning, almost everyone will be excited and inclined to have outbursts of enthusiasm. Leaders tend to visualize the potential improvement and emotionally arrive at the end. Then, during plan implementation, obstacles appear, many manifested by thoughts like, “Are we going about this the correct way? Is this the right thing to do? This is not going as smoothly as we expected.” These detours can become major issues, but will be easier to navigate if the club has effective and consistent communication methods.

Political, or social, obstacles will certainly arise and are perhaps the most difficult to remove. Questions like, “Is this what Rotary is all about?” surface, as will individual thought patterns represented by “How is this going to affect me?” “Am I going to lose my power? Is my importance to the club going to dwindle? Will my sacred cow be sacrificed? Why wasn’t I included in the decision making?” Often these are the most delicate to handle because members with these doubts are often active in projects that may be no longer accomplishing their intended purpose, often referred to as sacred cows. Recognizing the reality of this type obstacle usually requires that the leaders talk personally with those involved.

Then there’s always Apathy. Wonder why? Combine these ingredients: Rotarians are busy people whether active or retired. They normally have strong personalities, and some, for differing reasons, will be comfortable with the status quo. Change requires adjustment, and some people are reluctant to adapt (most clubs lose members when they change time or location). Rotary leaders at all levels must recognize that club membership, while important, is not on top of members’ time-use list, particularly if it is not beneficial to all concerned. Leaders themselves often create almost insurmountable obstacles by promoting membership numbers instead of maintaining standards; being ill prepared for meetings, turning them into time-wasters; or distributing mistake-riddled or confusing communications. Apathy and the rational, political, and emotional question, “Does membership affect my self-image or how others view me,” are closely related. Apathy will be easier to overcome if the club has been maintaining operational standards and expectations representative of its members, and pro-active in promoting advancement of the Object of Rotary among business, professional, and community leaders.

When addressing obstacles, it’s better to be respectfully proactive than negatively reactive. Leaders must remember that change upsets many members’ comfort levels and that problems will surface. Leaders must treat questioners with respect and as if they are not resistant to change. However, they want to make sure the changes will be beneficial to all concerned. Regardless of how obstacles are presented, leaders should address each in a non-confrontational manner. Carefully planned communications, particularly non-verbal, are a necessity. Eyeball-to-eyeball conversations, especially with those who disagree, are vital.

Removing all obstacles will result in the plan’s improvement and better the odds for success. But the task will be much easier if leaders have been effective communicators, treated the obstacles as opportunities, respectfully addressed differences, and engaged members reluctant to change.

To overcome obstacles, the strategic plan’s guiding coalition must:

Accept that obstacles will occur
Communicate
Treat obstacles respectively
Effectively communicate
Approach obstacles as ideas for improvement
Communicate even more
Reversing a Membership Freelfall
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Do Not Declare “Mission Accomplished” too Soon

by

Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

A Georgia ex-Rotarian said about Rotary: “It wasn’t worth the time or money I had to invest.”

When the club has accomplished its vision, a celebration is in order and the club president should shout, “VICTORY! We have accomplished our vision.” All the club has to do now is to let the accomplishments fly. It is as simple, and as difficult, as that. Mark Hurd, Hewlett Packard CEO says, “Without execution, vision is just another word for hallucination.”

Execution is everything. Planning is necessary, but to establish and hold onto the distinctive position, execution is everything. It encompasses all aspects of member service – all the time – forever – from now on – by every member – especially the leaders. If successfully executed, every member from the newest to the oldest will be proud.

In this series, we have covered many details on how to reverse our membership freefall, starting first with all Rotary leaders recognizing that halting our exodus has to be top priority, or the vision will become a delusion. We have all heard stories expounding that we cannot serve two masters. The same is true with priorities – there is no such thing as having two top priorities. (Multi-taskers may not agree, but, in fact, they also work on the priority system; they just switch priorities frequently.) Rotary clubs, like other businesses, do not have that option. To maintain viability and growth, Rotary clubs must satisfy members’ needs by centering their activities on their distinctive position, the Object of Rotary. To portray the importance of making changes that might have made membership worthwhile for the Georgia Rotarian quoted above, here is a Rotary quasi-allegory based on applying the Object of Rotary to members’ needs:

New Rotarians join Rotary because they want to network and establish additional friendships. If early in their career stages, they also want to develop leadership skills. If they are long-time Rotarians who have recently moved to the area, they still want to network and establish friendships, or, as Rotary’s founders put it, to development acquaintances as an opportunity for service. It may be for business reasons, social reasons, or service reasons, but it’s still networking and developing friendships.

The new members, particularly those in growing businesses, want to be known as having high ethical standards in their business and profession. As a Rotarian, they should recognize the worthiness of all useful occupations and dignify and treat their own occupation as an opportunity to serve society. While satisfying these initial needs, the members learn about the worthiness of all useful occupations, and that everyone benefits when applying the ideal of service to their personal and business life. If the club has been diligent in pursuing their distinctive position, members will enjoy witnessing high ethical standards in use and that applying the ideal of service to their community life is beneficial to all concerned, including themselves, whether it is for personal or business reasons.
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These activities will gratify members for a long while, but some will strive for higher levels of achievement by advancing international understanding and goodwill, and will participate in one or more of the many international programs the Rotary organization has to offer. By now, the twenty-plus year Rotarian has developed lifelong friendships and experienced years of varying types of service. If the club continues to execute aggressively their distinctive position, the veteran members will continue developing acquaintances as an opportunity for service by sharing experiences with new Rotarians, extending Rotary’s circle of life.

Sound like a fairy tale? It isn’t. It’s representative of Rotarians whose clubs are intent on making membership worthwhile. Any club can achieve this sustaining cycle of life if they perpetually advance the Object of Rotary for their members, the community’s business, professional, and community leaders who have discretionary use of their time. All this is possible if, and only if, clubs strive for consistency in pursuing excellence to the degree their members demand. One measure outsiders use to judge people is the quality of the organization of which they are a member. As one Rotarian put it, “The way the president runs the weekly meeting is one way my guest views me, and is the only way they first view the club.”

The difficult part of declaring victory is that ALL club (and district) activities must mirror their distinctive position – at all times.

Effective clubs concentrate on satisfying all members’ needs, but membership-challenged clubs will face a dilemma in the changes they must make. Putting together the necessary changes will be even harder than it sounds because members themselves usually have only a few needs1 at any given time. The club must strive to assure these needs are met while accommodating long-time members, whose needs have changed. So how is a club going to change and execute the Object of Rotary to the satisfaction of ALL members?

First, the club must operate on the committee system because that’s the only means of effectively involving all members in club activities. It is in the committee system that long time members can share their experiences with new members, and new members can inform long time members of changes in the workplace. Every club should have active committees, worthwhile projects, and other interesting programs. It is within these activities that members develop acquaintances as an opportunity for service and where they effectively network2, solidify friendships, and have fun while developing leadership skills, all of which helps make membership in the club worth their time and effort.

Second, the cycle will sustain as long as clubs satisfy their members’ needs by diligently

Advancing the Object of Rotary!

---

1 Create a Systematic Strategic Plan with Short-Term Attainable Milestones, this series, pp 9.
2 Membership – It’s Okay to Join Rotary for Business Reasons, References and other articles, pp 11
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Membership: A Chilling Analogy  
by  
Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

Rotary clubs are in the business of advancing the Object of Rotary. They have done it by satisfying the networking, friendship, and achievement needs of business, professional, and community leaders. Effective Rotary clubs, those that have stable or increasing membership, satisfy these personal needs.

What about the districts and clubs that are losing members? Too often they waste time, treasure and talent on convenient diversions rather than examining the more difficult issues that sometimes require systemic and attitude change. Perhaps this brief analogy will encourage more critical thought and discussion about membership development.

The Analogy

A successful organization is, or was, an entity of dynamic growth. It aggressively adhered to core principles, attracted customers and grew by satisfying their customer’s needs.

An effective Rotary club is, or was, an entity of dynamic growth. It aggressively adhered to core principles, attracted members, and grew by satisfying their member’s needs.

General Motors, for seventy-five years, was an entity of dynamic growth. It started out aggressively producing low cost transportation, buying competitors, and developing a dealer network. General Motors dealers attracted customers who could afford to advance their personal transportation needs.

Rotary, for ninety years, was an entity of dynamic growth. It aggressively advanced the Object of Rotary by starting Rotary clubs throughout North America then around the world. The clubs attracted business, professional, and community leaders by advancing their networking, friendship, and achievement needs.

Then General Motors leaders, with good intentions to maximize profits, made what may be a fatal mistake. General Motors executives centered their energies and resources on maximizing efficiency in car and truck production. Years later, sales and profits began declining. Corporate leaders decided to concentrate their expertise on factory and labor processes to produce vehicles at lower costs while investing in advertising campaigns; all in hopes of attracting more customers.

Then Rotary leaders, with good intentions to emphasize the impact Rotarians have had worldwide, made what may be a fatal mistake. Rotary leaders centered their energies and resources on maximizing the wonderful programs and projects Rotarians accomplished through their desire to achieve. Years later, membership began leveling out, then, in many areas, declining. Rotary leaders decided to concentrate their expertise on more programs and projects while investing in membership drives; all in hopes of attracting more members.
The Mistake

With good intentions, General Motors inadvertently switched from being in the business of advancing personal transportation needs to that of creating efficient factories and producing vehicles – vehicles that no longer satisfied their customer’s transportation needs.

With good intentions, many Rotary clubs inadvertently switched from advancing the Object of Rotary to being volunteer service organizations – organizations that no longer satisfied their customer’s networking, friendship, and achievement needs.

General Motors began, grew, and became a giant in the personal transportation industry. Their customer – all levels of the public. Their industry – not cars – not trucks – not aircraft – not trains – but satisfying personal transportation needs.

Rotary clubs began, grew, and became a giant in the personal satisfaction industry. Their customer – business, professional, and community leaders. Rotary’s industry – not service projects – not volunteerism – not educational programs – but satisfying personal networking, friendship, and achievement needs.

Each organization lost sight of their core industry, which is satisfying their customer’s needs, needs that change with time and location.

Fishy Fantasies

(Author’s note – A fishy fantasy is a slang statement representing a deterrent that hinders addressing paramount issues.)

Fishy Fantasy One – By getting better at what they are doing, they believe their customers will continue to demand their product or service. Organizations, believing that they are the best at what they are doing, tend to become arrogant, lazy, and gravitate toward mediocrity. These conditions will become their enemy because customers will eventually find a way to achieve higher levels of satisfaction. As the famed psychologist Abraham Maslow concluded, “Humans are needy, achievement oriented organisms.”

Fishy Fantasy Two – It costs too much. A fundamental principle of any successful marketing campaign is that if the product satisfies the customer’s needs, they will find a way to pay for it. Obviously there has to be a reasonable cost/value ratio, but price is seldom the primary reason people do not buy what an organization sells. Customers are lost primarily because they do not believe they will receive, or are not receiving, satisfaction proportional to what they are being asked to contribute in time, treasure, and/or talent. (Author’s note: Between 1930 and 1950, Rotary membership more than tripled. From 1995 through 2007, years of tremendous economic expansion and increases in personal wealth, North American Rotary club membership declined more than 10%. The cost of Rotary is not the primary reason clubs lose members.)

Fishy Fantasy Three – An increasingly affluent society will ensure the organization’s growth. In this type society, organization’s leaders often assume that they do not have to be creative about their business or industry. Instead they tend to concentrate on improving what they are already doing. What actually happens is that they get better at their deed rather than improving their deed’s value to their customer.

More to Come?

Depending upon reader responses, this may be the beginning of a series on Advancing the Object of Rotary. We should start with the First Object, “The development of acquaintance as an opportunity for service.” Please comment or ask questions.
The Development of Acquaintance as an Opportunity for Service.

Rotanomics - Why the Decline of Rotary Membership in North America

by

Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

Unless I mistake its seriousness, the membership decline in North American Rotary clubs needs – no – demands bold persistent experimentation in order to reverse course. To pursue new and retain existing members by doing the same thing over and over again expecting different results is lunacy. Common sense says to try different approaches. If the different approach doesn’t work, admit it and try something else. But above all, try something!

In a Rotary Institute program last year, Bevin Wall, the Zone 33 Regional Rotary International Membership Coordinator, (RRIMC) and I produced a skit, Rotary on Trial. The skit was based on Rotanomics (coined by the author) which is the practice of questioning why Rotary in North America grew rapidly amid tumultuous economic, political and social peaks and valleys until sometime in the 1970 - 1990 eras. Rotanomics (inspired by Freakonomics, Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner) is based on the fact that we Rotarians tend to look at what is happening today as if it is caused by recent events, when, in reality, what is happening today may be the result of events that occurred many years ago. So, if North American membership began its decline in the 1990s, to find out why we should critically examine occurrences that happened years, perhaps decades, earlier.

In this type analysis, base assumptions have to remain stable. From these assumptions, to arrive at theories that withstand examination, the analyzer must study one detail at the time while all others remain constant. The first major detail that jumped out was that many Rotary leaders today are conflicted about why a Rotary club exists. When asked, “What’s Rotary?” most will begin by saying, “It is a service club---.” According to common wisdom, it is the world’s first service organization (common wisdom isn’t always that – check out Ben Franklin’s Junto Club.) But a Rotary club’s major function – only function – is to advance the Object of Rotary! And the first Object of Rotary is The development of acquaintance as an opportunity for service. So a Rotary club’s first, and most important, object is to develop its membership!
The Development of Acquaintance as an Opportunity for Service.

Another base assumption is that a Rotary club member is to be a business, professional, or community leader, active or retired, that has discretionary use of their time. In our society, this type person is normally a busy achiever accustomed to the pursuit of excellence. They are generally service and community oriented, but their interests target satisfying their customers, clients, and employees because that’s what keeps their family cared for, their business functioning, and their community vibrant. How do you go about getting this type person to join a Rotary club? They will not join because you want them to, they will join for their reasons and their reasons only. So what reason would a person use to justify joining a Rotary club – your club? By far, the major reason falls in the realm of helping them satisfy their personal interests by associating with contemporaries. That’s networking.

It is entirely possible that what started the membership decline was a simple oversight that inadvertently and without malice began when Rotary leaders centered their energies and resources on emphasizing the wonderful programs and projects Rotarians accomplished satisfying achievement needs and simply overlooked tending to the newer member’s basic networking and friendship requirements. As years passed and membership began leveling out or declining, leaders who had not been taught the Object of Rotary, or that Rotary clubs are community-based networking organizations, simply followed previous examples and stressed local and worldwide projects and programs while minimizing, or ignoring, the need to satisfy potential and new member’s social, networking and friendship requirements (Please refer to Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs.)

Some long time Rotarians may object to a Rotary club being called a network of business, professional, and community leaders. They may object to having such things as networking events. If your club, or district, has a stagnant or declining membership, is it going to expect different results while doing the same thing over and over again? Or is it going to experiment with different practices to develop acquaintances among business, professional, and community leaders?

When asked, “What’s Rotary?” might not a young, busy, local entrepreneur be more interested in listening to “Rotary is a network of business, professional and community leaders - - -.”

* * *

Is that all there is? Not by a long shot. Let’s assume that business, professional, or community leaders do join a Rotary club – your club. After these busy achievers develop new acquaintances, what will keep them in your club? This is where advancing the remaining three Objects of Rotary spring to the forefront, which could be the subject of future essays.

But before a club can advance the second, third, and fourth Objects of Rotary, it must be successful with the first. Is your club?
Why do effective Rotary clubs have few membership problems? Why could membership in a Rotary club threaten some business, professional, and community leaders? In this article, we will explore some possible answers by examining Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs, which clarified motivation as it affected human behavior and makes it easy to understand what motivates people to become, or not to become, Rotarians.

Please examine the tiers of Maslow’s hierarchy. Most people have to satisfy the needs of each tier before they put much effort into attaining the next higher tier. If a tier is not fulfilled, the higher tiers, which do not go away, serve as ever-present motivators. Now let’s examine each tier as it applies to effective clubs and Rotarians, potential and existing.

**Physiological needs** – Most existing Rotarians have long ago fulfilled the physiological tier.

**Safety needs** – Most Rotarians have also fulfilled their safety needs, but, to a potential Rotarian, believe it or not, one of their major hesitancies is most likely based on this tier – their safety could be threatened. (WHAT? Membership in Rotary threatens their safety?) They will not say it in this manner, but people generally are very protective about taking time away from their livelihood and family – their safety net. They have to be satisfied that joining a Rotary club would not put a hole in their safety net.

But the desire to fulfill this need could be the reason they join a club! **Why?** Joining an effective Rotary club could help fulfill their safety needs!
The Object of Rotary

Social and Esteem Needs – It is within these tiers that effective clubs excel: Paramount in their activities is assuring that their members’ friendship, networking, belonging, achievement, and attention needs are being met, which is primarily advancing the first and second Objects of Rotary. It is also important to note that effective clubs have little difficulty advancing the third and fourth Objects of Rotary. The reason: their member’s social and esteem needs are satisfied; therefore they are motivated to seek higher tiers. All the club has to do is create appropriate opportunities, and in Rotary, opportunities abound.

Self Actualization – Effective clubs generally produce excellent leaders, and the reason is simple: their members, whose lower tiers are fulfilled, strive for self actualization. It is in satisfying this need that Rotarians, hence Rotary, shines.

* * *

Service above Self – An Indian poet, Rabindranath Tagore, wrote, “I slept and dreamed that life was happiness. I awoke and saw that life was service. I served and learned that in service, happiness is found.” In personal, corporate, and political life this is true, and it is based on humans achieving the higher tiers of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs. Happiness truly is found in service. But, if a person, or a club, concentrates only on the higher tiers of need, they will find themselves, as Rotarian Haresh Ramchandani from Jamaica so eloquently says, “Without a sound base.” (For a visual representation, turn Maslow’s Hierarchy upside down.)

Rotary clubs are not in the service business, they are in the personal satisfaction business. Effective clubs are successful because they continually advance the Object of Rotary by encouraging members to fulfill each of Maslow’s tiers while they learn

“... that in service, personal satisfaction is found.”

Is your club effective in advancing the Object of Rotary?

Is your district assisting its clubs in advancing the Object of Rotary?
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Membership: An Eight Member Florida Club grows to Seventeen

by

Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

The Triple Analogy

Several members of a struggling eight-member Rotary club in a growing Florida community were also members of a networking group. In 2008 the two groups merged to become one seventeen-member Rotary club that maintains virtually 100% attendance. Networking is a vital part of the club’s meetings; the meetings are more fun, their businesses more successful, and the members are more involved in community activities.

Years ago, a young tradesman left home and wandered the eastern seaboard doing odd jobs before settling in Philadelphia where he began learning a trade. An observant but lonesome young man, he met some fellow tradesmen, and they decided to network every Friday night at a local bar. Their priorities were libation, conversation, debate, mutual support, and education. This group rapidly grew in number, and in their many discussions, they noted that Philadelphia could use some of their unified expertise. They started a lending library, a fire department, a fire insurance company, a hospital, and many schools.

The young Philadelphia tradesman was Benjamin Franklin. The year – 1745. The group - the Junta Club, now the American Philosophical Society. One school – The University of Pennsylvania.

Years later, P. Percy Harris, after graduating from law school, spent several years wandering the world “finding” himself before settling in Chicago to practice law. After working four years, the 37 year-old noted that business and professional leaders enjoyed varying degrees of success and respect. He thought both attributes could be enhanced if professional acquaintances networked, so he started meeting weekly with select fellow professionals. After awhile, they concluded that Chicago could use some community service projects so they took the lead and completed many.

This was Rotary’s beginning. The year - 1905. Today, Rotarians, through their worldwide network of business, professional, and community leaders, have accomplished thousands of humanitarian projects, and, with its networking partners, are about to complete the greatest health initiative the world has ever experienced – eradication of the wild polio virus.

The Joining Force

The Joining Force that breaches time and location is networking. The commonality in the three success stories was that networking encouraged business, professional, and community leaders with discretionary use of their time to develop friendships, improve at their businesses and professions, and become achievers at performing small and large humanitarian service projects, which were, and continue to be, significant by-products of the Joining Force – networking.

When Rotary clubs were just getting started, networking was considered so important that many clubs practiced keeping track of potential customer referrals to each other. Some clubs included referrals as part of the orientation process (to become a full fledged member, new inductees had to refer x (number of) potential customers to member’s businesses.) Other clubs had various year-end awards, and still others gave free meals after x (number of) referrals.
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Thoughts to ponder
The Philadelphia tradesmen helped each other professionally and some became lifelong friends. The Chicago professionals helped each other professionally and some became lifelong friends. The Florida business and professional leaders have networked and some will most likely become lifelong friends. And in all cases, the networking led to service projects, large and small.

So why have so many Rotary clubs abandoned the networking concept of enjoying libation, conversation, debate, mutual support, and education? Why shouldn’t clubs today, like the struggling eight member Florida club, consider going back to the future and start actively promoting networking again? After all, the first Object of Rotary is . . . . . ?

(Hint: Look at the header. In light of the stories you have just read, how about having a discussion on the meaning of the first Object of Rotary?)
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Membership: It’s Okay to Join Rotary for Business Reasons

by

Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

When Paul Harris began meeting with other professionals, he probably had business in mind. After all, the very phrase ‘Development of acquaintance as an opportunity for service’ is an action that many businesses take. Except these days it is often referred to as “sales calls.” So Paul Harris most likely thought he could expand his circle of friends and create a potential client base. So why do many Rotarians today think this is wrong?

*Let me tell you two stories:

In 1990, Jean, fresh from dental school, was proposed to become a member of a Rotary club. She had two pre-schoolers, a residential contractor husband, and heavy debt. After the ‘fireside chat’ she was invited to fill out an application, becoming the second woman in a sixty member club. She did so because she thought it would be a wonderful networking opportunity. The president assigned her to a committee in which she actively participated. She came to Rotary almost every week and made particular effort to sit with different groups. The next president asked Jean to be the bulletin committee chairman. She accepted; the first of several committee chairmanships on her way to becoming club president several years later. As she progressed in Rotary, her dental business grew. Many Rotarians and their families became clients. Today, she has a highly respected practice and is influential in civic circles. She is a Paul Harris fellow several times over, is a member of the Bequest Society, and takes time to contribute dental services through local and international organizations.

A few months after Jean joined the club Lex, local branch manager of a nationwide home services company, was inducted. Lex joined because he, too, thought it would be a wonderful networking opportunity. The president assigned him to the same committee as Jean, but he had limited participation. Throughout the year, his club attendance was sporadic. During his month as the club’s greeter, he missed two meetings and failed to arrange replacements. The next Rotary year, he was asked to take a month on the program committee but turned it down because he was too busy. Later, the company’s regional vice president was in town on his annual visit, and Lex took him to Rotary. After lunch, the vice president asked Lex how much business could be traced back to Rotary contacts. Lex couldn’t trace any, and the vice president asked why. Within a year, Lex resigned.

So, should people like Jean and Lex join a Rotary club for business reasons? Yes – most people join Rotary to network – business or otherwise. It is simply good thinking to associate with established business, professional, and community leaders. These are the type people who contribute time, talent, and treasure toward making communities a better place in which to live.

Jean developed acquaintances and earned their respect. She profitably performed vocational service by satisfying patients and employing local citizens. Once established, she continued serving the local and international communities by having fun, doing good, and donating money.

Lex didn’t.

*The names and circumstances have been fictionalized to protect the guilty.
Effective Networking is the heartbeat of a successful Rotary club and of Rotary International itself. Local and worldwide networking of business, professional, and community leaders who have discretionary use of their time has made Rotary the most successful alliance of its type in the world today. Why? The answer is simple: Effective networking. Effective Networking (EffNet) is defined by how many business, professional, and community leaders get to know, and receive value from, an individual or organization.

Put another way, EffNet isn’t what is gained from the people the networker knows, it’s the result of the value the networker gives to those they get to know. Look at our association, Rotary International. Rotary International’s vision and leadership, and ability to network with UNICEF, WHO, the Center of Disease Control, and World governments to eliminate polio is a value given to humanity that is unmatched in the annals of World humanitarian service. And all of this was accomplished by applying the EffNet principle; giving value instead of expecting to receive value. But value it has received. Do you think the Gates Foundation would have given the millions of dollars to Rotary had Rotary not given, and continues to give, to humanity? Would Rotary have the worldwide recognition and prestige that it enjoys?

Another example of the EffNet principle at work is demonstrated by Rotary District 7020, which consists of approximately 2,500 Rotarians in seventy-two clubs on islands scattered over the vast area of the northern Caribbean Sea. D-7020 has grown steadily in membership for the last five years, and is on target this year to grow between 4 and 5%. One way the clubs apply the EffNet principle is that they are particular about who is accepted into membership. By being selective, they get members who give value to the clubs, which in turn give value to their communities through community service, which in turn makes it an honor to be a Rotary club member. District 7020 leaders serve the clubs by applying sound leadership practices, one of which is systematically recognizing and awarding clubs and individuals when the honors are warranted. The clubs and Rotarians return value by actively supporting district goals, projects, and functions.

Effective Rotary clubs should be networks of business, professional, and community leaders, active or retired. So, should a person join a Rotary club to network? Absolutely! If a person joins a club for networking purposes, the networking value they gain will be a result of the value they contribute. No contributing value – no networking value.

From an earlier article, “Membership: It’s Okay to Join Rotary for Business Reasons” comes the story of two Rotarians, Jean and Lex. The names and circumstances have been changed to protect the guilty.
**The Development of Acquaintance as an Opportunity for Service.**

In 1990, Jean, fresh from dental school, was proposed to become a member of a Rotary club. She had two pre-schoolers, a residential contractor husband, and heavy debt. After the ‘fireside chat’ she was invited to fill out an application, becoming the second woman in a sixty member club. She did so because she thought it would be a wonderful networking opportunity. The president assigned her to a committee in which she actively participated. She came to Rotary almost every week and made particular effort to sit with different groups. The next president asked Jean to be the bulletin committee chairman. She accepted; the first of several committee chairmanships on her way to becoming club president several years later. As she progressed in Rotary, her dental business grew. Many Rotarians and their families became clients. Today, she has a highly respected practice and is influential in civic circles. She is a Paul Harris fellow several times over, is a member of the Bequest Society, and takes time to contribute dental services through local and international organizations.

A few months after Jean joined the club Lex, local branch manager of a nationwide home services company, was inducted. Lex joined because he, too, thought it would be a wonderful networking opportunity. The president assigned him to the same committee as Jean, but he had limited participation. Throughout the year, his club attendance was sporadic. During his month as the club’s greeter, he missed two meetings and failed to arrange replacements. The next Rotary year, he was asked to take a month on the program committee but turned it down because he was too busy. Later, the company’s regional vice president was in town on his annual visit, and Lex took him to Rotary. After lunch, the vice president asked Lex how much business could be traced back to Rotary contacts. Lex couldn’t trace any, and the vice president asked why. Within a year, Lex resigned.

Jean applied the EffNet principle. She made sure the members got to know her, and she gave value by serving the club and its members.

Lex didn’t.
Assistant Governor is the ideal position in which to expand one’s circle of quality contacts, and to Effectively Network. Where else does one have the opportunity to allow so many diverse business, professional, and community leaders to get to know you while you are having fun? First, if you do not consider building your own sphere of influence fun, you should not be an assistant governor. Remember when you were a kid and your mom or dad said to go out and play? They were really telling you to go out, make friends, build your sphere of influence, and have fun.

When a Rotarian gets the opportunity to serve as an assistant governor, they should enthusiastically leap at it because automatically they have a chance to expand their list of quality contacts. And the more contacts one has, the more opportunities for service will arise – or fall – depending on the value given to those contacts.

Let me tell you a story: JR, who specialized in the design of educational, commercial and medical facilities, jumped at the opportunity to be an assistant governor serving eight clubs in a metropolitan area. At a scheduled area-wide meeting, he met the president-elect of each club and got their personal information. The following week, he made lunch appointments with each and marked his calendar to visit each club – asking not to be introduced as anything but a visiting Rotarian. From this initial bit of information, JR pieced together sufficient information to be able to assist each president-elect (PE) with items that could benefit them in preparing for their year – things like District Conference location, registration fees, meal prices, hotel room costs, possible GSE hosting expenses, District Governor visit customs, – various types of beneficial minutia that could be of some use. As JR met with each PE, he asked when would be the most convenient time for an area wide meeting and got them to talking about their club’s projects. As the conversation progressed, more information was shared about ways to deal with typical club problems. Most important, the PEs left the lunch feeling that JR was someone they could call upon for assistance if needed.

For every area meeting, JR prepared and sent each president an advance agenda. Area meetings started and ended as scheduled, and, most often, issues that needed decisions got them. JR’s goal was to make sure the meetings were not a waste of time and that each president left feeling that they had received something of value. Every time JR called the presidents, his calls were taken or returned in a timely fashion. This activity set the stage for the area clubs, over a several year period, to complete joint major local and international educational and humanitarian projects.
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All this sounds like a standard Rotary line to get someone to do a job, doesn’t it? Well, here’s the rest of the story. As mentioned, JR specialized in designing educational, commercial, and medical facilities. Because of the contacts made through the various Rotary clubs, JR received major personal service opportunities, some mounting to fees nearing six figures. But JR did not take the position of assistant governor for monetary gain. He took it because he felt he could expand his network of quality contacts, and it was those contacts that created JR’s opportunities. After all, the right contacts make all the difference, and what better group is there to have as contacts but business, professional, and community leaders who care about what goes on in their towns, cities, states, countries, and the world.

That’s Effective Networking – Assistant Governor Style. I do not understand why all club past presidents do not aspire to be Assistant Governors.

Now, how many Objects of Rotary were advanced in this little story?
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A Farmer’s Story

by

Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

I had the privilege of being in Nebraska recently assisting starting up the Heartland USA Division of the Rotary Leadership Institute. As I drove the wonderful rolling hills of the North American breadbasket, it reminded me of a nineteenth century farmer who invested his time, talent, and treasure tilling his fields, planting precious seeds, and tending his animals. His efforts paid off. Come fall, he harvested a bountiful crop, celebrated lavishly, and stored food stocks for his family and animals.

Through the chilling winter, he fed his family, generously supplied stores for those less fortunate, welcomed the down-and-out to his table, and sent crates of canned goods to his ancestral homeland. His community honored him with many accolades because of his generosity and community service. But, come spring, he discovered he was in deep trouble – he forgot a fundamental – he had failed to develop and nurture a seed stock. He and his family struggled to survive.

Many Rotary clubs are like the farmer. They have worked hard. They put Service above Self and have given generously, locally and internationally. But, they, like the farmer, have failed to develop and nourish their seed stock. They can no longer grow Rotarians and are struggling to survive.

Who is this seed stock?

☐ They are members who have been in your Rotary club for less than five years.

☐ They are prospective members – your community’s younger business, professional, and community leaders who have discretionary use of their time, and perhaps have the same work ethic but a different work culture.

What are their needs?

Like us thirty-plus-year Rotarians did once-upon-a-time, they will join and stay in their club for business and personal reasons – developing and nurturing acquaintances as an opportunity for service, exchanging values with one another, establishing short and long term friendships – in other words – networking. Only after their club’s members have advanced the First and Second Objects of Rotary cultivating them will they blossom into bountiful Rotarians who produce the Third and Fourth Objects of Rotary, and more seed stock.
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Walking the Membership Tightrope
by
Jim Henry, RRIMC Zone 34

The main reasons people will join an organization such as a Rotary club falls into one or all of the following categories: security; to enhance self-esteem; to share information and/or gain knowledge; affiliation and fulfillment of social needs; and/or to achieve certain goals or objectives. It is interesting that many clubs, particularly those with membership problems, have overlooked the concept that belonging to a Rotary club can either threaten or enhance one’s feeling of security.

The average person qualified to be invited to join a Rotary club walks a tightrope balancing their personal and income-generating time, the safety net for them and their family. They will not – they should not – spend time, talent, or treasure that may jeopardize their security unless doing so is likely to improve their balance. The challenge for the club is to assure potential members that joining their Rotary club will help stabilize them, which it usually does because they would be networking with some of the community’s business, professional, and community leaders.

Here is a simple security level Membership Checklist that may help new members and reaffirm to existing members that the club puts importance on developing acquaintances as an opportunity for service – just plain getting to know each other.

☐ Does your club’s information meeting encourage joining because they will be developing acquaintances within the community’s network of business, professional, and community leaders? (From a business standpoint, do not many members have their membership paid for by a company? Doesn’t this imply that their company believes that top-level management participating in a Rotary club is a good business investment?)

☐ Does your club have a special program encouraging new members to assimilate into the club, to be better acquainted with club members?

☐ Does your club encourage all members to make their professions known by classification talks or publishing bios in the club’s bulletin? (Many new members most likely do not know the long time member’s present or former professions.)

☐ Does your club encourage business and social networking by holding special friendship-building events between new and long time members?

☐ Does your club encourage vocational visits? (Events sponsored at members’ places of business, such as an after-work happy hour.)

☐ Does your club have committee assignments and club programs that help assure all members that being an active club member is worthwhile?